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WALL PROTECTION
Flat Wall Guards
Well suited to high-traffic areas, flat profile wall guards offer maximum protection against wheelchair, cart and furniture impacts.
◆ Gently curved upper edge helps prevent injury from accidental falls, discourages use as a footrest and eliminates litter and dust buildup
◆ Available with smooth face (WG) or with parallel shallow grooves for a clean, contemporary architectural line (WGG)
◆ Available with or without rubber spacers for reveal or flush mounting

WG-3
3" strip generally used at wainscot level or at top of
cove base height.
◆ Vinyl covers are designed to flex upon impact
◆ Material thickness: vinyl .100", aluminum .062"

1"
(25)

2-15/16"
(75)

WG-6
6" strip approximates width of handrail styles BR-500
for coordination of color line throughout facility.
◆ Vinyl covers are designed to flex upon impact
◆ Continuous internal bumper absorbs impact
◆ Material thickness: vinyl .100", aluminum .080"

1"
(25)

6"
(152)

1"
(25)

WG-8
Covers 7-3/4" of wall space for maximum protection.
Continuous aluminum retainer.
◆ Vinyl covers are designed to flex upon impact
◆ Continuous internal bumper absorbs impact
◆ Material thickness: vinyl .100", aluminum .080"

7-3/4"
(197)

WG- 6 & 8 WG-8 available with easy Clip-On mounting system for quick, cost-effective
installation.

Wall Covering Color Selection

Due to the limitations of the printing process, the colors shown will vary slightly. When selecting, request color samples.

(301) Linen White (370) Eggshell

(313) Champagne (497) Chablis

(2) Ivory

(268) Doeskin

(269) Ecru

(385) Beige Desert (379) Mojave Sand (3) Tan

(148) Desert Sand (288) Mocha

(297) Chinchilla

(210) Silver Gray

(5) Gray

(369) Blue Fog

(265) Windsor Blue (371) Sage Green (377) Teal

(176) Taupe

HANDRAILS
Sculpted Profiles
Sculpted profiles combine the safety and support of an easily grasped
handrail with the high-impact protection of a wide crash rail.
◆ Ergonometrically contoured for both thumb and fingers to assure a full
power grip and reduce the potential for injury from falls
◆ Constructed of the heaviest-gauge aluminum retainers and rigid vinyl
covers in the industry
◆ Unique continuous heavy-duty rubber cushion provides maximum impact
resistance
1-1/2"
(38)

BR-400V
Our patented all-vinyl contoured handrail combined with
high-abuse guard rail
◆ Three-piece vinyl assembly provides unlimited variation
of individual colors for rail, guard rail and feature stripe.
◆ Class A fire rating
◆ Chemical and stain resistant
◆ Material thickness: vinyl .100", aluminum .100"

1-1/2"
(38)

6-1/4"
(159)

Flat Profiles
Flat profiles offer an ideal solution in areas subject to heavy pedestrian
traffic, cart and gurney activity.
◆ Easy-to-hold contoured back incorporating a 1-1/2" diameter gripping
area as recommended by the Life Safety Code to allow a safe power grip
◆ Wide guard rail surface projects 3" from wall for maximum protection
◆ Constructed of the heaviest-gauge aluminum retainers and rigid vinyl
covers in the industry
◆ All designs incorporate a unique continuous heavy-duty rubber cushion
provides maximum impact resistance

◆
◆
◆

Patented aluminum retainer continues around corner of end cap
to provide critical reinforcing against end impact (BR-525)
Heavy-duty all vinyl return available (BR-526)
Vinyl covers are designed to flex upon impact

1-1/2"
(38)

BR-500
Patented design ideal for areas heavily traveled by pedestrians and equipment.
◆ Returns, inside and outside corners reinforced with aluminum inserts
◆ Heavy-duty all vinyl return available (BR-526)
◆ Large rubber bumper absorbs impact
◆ Material thickness: vinyl .100", aluminum .082"

1-1/2" D
(38)

5-1/2"
(140)

Cylindrical Profiles
BR-1200
This handrail features a wrap-around cover of embossed rigid vinyl that encloses
the aluminum retainer securely by means of a friction lock that prevents movement. The 1-1/2" diameter rail allows a full power grip, which has four times the
force of the grip permitted by an incomplete-grasp- or pinch-grip-style rail.
◆ Material thickness: vinyl .080", aluminum .100"

1-1/2"
(38)

1-1/2" D
(38)

SURFACE MOUNTED CORNER GUARDS
Surface-mounted corner guards offer cost-effective protection for existing facilities, easy installation and a wide variety of styles and materials
to meet virtually any requirement.
◆ Class A fire rating

CG-10/TC-10
90° corner guard, constructed of heavy-duty alumi num retainer and
rigid vinyl cover.
◆ 3" wings, available with closure caps (TC-10)
◆ 4', 8', 9', 10’, 11’ and 12’ lengths standard; custom lengths available
◆ Flex action absorbs impact
◆ Material thickness: vinyl .100", aluminum .062"
◆ Color coordinated top and bottom caps

CG-20/TC-20
90° corner guard, constructed of heavy-duty aluminum retainer
and rigid vinyl cover.
◆ 2" wings, available with closure caps (TC-20)
◆ 4', 8', 9', 10’, 11’ and 12’ lengths standard; custom lengths available
◆ Flex action absorbs impact
◆ Material thickness: vinyl .085", aluminum .062"
◆ Color coordinated top and bottom caps

CG-34, -12, -13,-14
90° corner guards, manufactured of rigid vinyl.
◆ 3/4", 1-1/2", 3" and 4" wings, respectively
◆ May be installed with adhesive, double-faced tape or screws
◆ CG-34 not available drilled
◆ 4', 8' and 12' lengths standard
◆ CG-34 and -12 are made from .080” rigid vinyl
CG-13 and -14 are made from .093” rigid vinyl
◆ Other angles available

3"
(76)

CG-10

2"
(51)

CG-20

3/4"
(19)

3"
(76)

CG-34
CG-13
1-1/2"
(38)

4"
(102)

CG-12
CG-14

CG-16; CG-17; CG-18; CG-19; CG-22; CG-24; CG-25
Clear Polycarbonate Corner Guards
◆ 45°,90° or 135°
◆ 3/4", 1-1/8", 2-1/2", 2” and 3" wings, CGT-16; CGT-17;
CGT-18; CGT-24 and CGT-25 are tape-applied
◆ 90° corners for all models; 45° and 135° corners
available for CG-18
◆ Multiple colors available for CG-17 and CG-18
◆ 4' and 8' and standard lengths
◆ CG-19 (135°) 2-1/2” x 2-1/2” wings
◆ CG-22 (45°) 2-1/2” x 2-1/2” wings
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